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About This Content
Enjoy catchy tunes while you cause mischief! The Catlateral Damage soundtrack includes 9 tracks from the game composed by
Brandon Ellis.
Track listing:
1. Never a dull mewment (Main Theme)
2. Pawsitive Catitude (Apartment Theme)
3. Feline fine (Alternate Theme)
4. Cabin fefur (Cabin Theme)
5. Claws and effect (Modern Theme)
6. Supurr tasteful catastrophe (Mansion Theme)
7. Beg your pawdon (Mewseum Theme)
8. Cleanup on aisle fur! (Supermarkat Theme)
9. Get meowta here! (Furightful Lab theme)
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There is a bloody conflict between Newagers, who care little for history and culture, and Oldagers, who wish to remain set in the
traditional ways. You are Death, and are assigned to a fundraising party held to benefit (although the term is applied loosely) a
school that was recently vandalized. Guests come from all walks of life, and have their own political beliefs and emotional
attachments. Everyone there plays a role in the hostilities, and it is your job to select one who must die -- thus sending events
hurtling in a particular direction.
You could simply approach anyone, tap them on the shoulder, and that's that. However, the real meat of this game is to
investigate each room, ask many questions about events and each attendee, and maybe even sneak a peek at some hidden items.
At the end, take a look at your journal and select the one who will have the greatest impact (for better or for worse). Once the
deed is done, a series of news articles will pop up and show you the fruits of your labour. You'll also have a brief, albeit rather
pointless, scene with your target. After this, you can compare your choices to others, much like in the Telltale adventure games.
Okay, let's get the bad out of the way first.
1) The resolution options are limited.
2) There's a distracting amount of screen tearing.
3) The controls are fiddly.
4) There seems to be an average of one spelling mistake every sentence.
5) Once you've exhausted the 20 or so dialogue options for every character, and there aren't many of them, the game essentially
ends. Well, unless you want to stand around and listen to the snippets of classical music that make up Postmortem's soundtrack.
6) The political beliefs are fairly simplistic (e.g. foreigners are bad, women don't deserve rights, capitalism is awesome, etc.)
and aren't as nuanced, or blended as I'd like.
So what's good about it?
1) There aren't many games like this. A locked room... er, make that a locked apartment mystery, with no real right or wrong
answer.
2) A hefty amount of backstory and information links the characters together, be it psychologically, socially, emotionally, etc. A
fair amount of thought went into all this.
3) It doesn't overstay its welcome. As I mention in Neg.6, there isn't much to do after talking to the people, so you can make
your decision rather quickly -- perhaps in 45-60 minutes should you examine every nook and cranny, and draw out every last
line of dialogue.
I do wish there had been a few more locations. I read a review mentioning attending a protest, maybe also visiting the host's
factory, and so forth. Then again, I believe this would only expose some weaknesses in the game's foundation. Nonetheless, with
more and/or stronger writers (and an editor!), I think this could work, and work well.
Is Postmortem a great game? No, but it's definitely not a bad one. It has a strong premise, and good parts, but is brought down
by its linearity and lack of polish. Nonetheless, it can be found on sale often, and at a steep discount, it's an experience I would
recommend.
Just know what you're getting into first.. A mobile port on PC without any additional effort. 30+ short levels generally taking a
minute or two to clear where you fight the same five enemy types over and over. There's only two attacks: basic punch and
uppercut. There's also a dodge roll to avoid attacks and a special attack. Has some issues that the developers apparently never
bothered to fix: has to be run in Windows xp service pack 3 compatibility and on a wide screen monitor with a high resolution
you will get stuck on level 8 unless you lower the resolution down.
Now this being a mobile port doesn't automatically make it bad, and I'd give it a neutral if I could, but all in all it just feels
cheap and sloppy with very little if any replay value.. Excellent game with fun gameplay for a bargain price. Highly
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recommended.. For being a short game and just a 'taste' of what may come, I must say I really enjoyed this game. That being
said I'll start reviewing it.
GRAPHICS:
+I like the level design a lot. Very fantasy like and it really immerses you in the game. Keep it like that!
.. That's about it really.
STORY:
+The story was decent. Of course you'll be left out with more questions than answers. But the story is good enough for you to
play through the entire game.
+I did like them adding side quests, although there are only 1 or 2 it's something that could make this VR game more unique.
-It is very cliché and most of it was to be expected before it even happened. I like stories with suprises though this one did not
give me one.
+-CAN SOMEONE SHUT THAT B* UP WHEN I AM NOT IN THE MOOD TO CONTINUE THE STORY! Thanks in
advance :)
MUSIC:
+ It fits the environment and it is beautifully done!
GAMEPLAY:
Phew okay here comes the interesting one.
+Horses. The horses were weird at first but I loved using it during my playthrough! Of course if you're sensitive about such
movements then this game is really not for you.
+-Your magical powers can sometimes be quite clunky.
-The boss battle was terrible and confusing. It just doesn't make any sense. I even got him to glitch through a rock :O
Overall it's a good start for a game. I look forward for the full version!
7/10 + 0.1 for being a free game.. Bought this game for 99 cents. I feel cheated, and I want my dollar back.. A really good
game, original, fun gameplay and lot of sense of humour!. The game is fun but the bug and glitch make this game hard to beat.
If they fix the bug, i would recommend it.. Too expensive at full price for the relatively low improvement over stock scenery.
Maybe get it at half-price or less.. i heard of clickers but nerver played one... and after that experience i probably never will
again! it's so f***ing booring i even lost the interest in reading what was going on...
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While this version of the Game lacks some things such as multiplayer, sharing your toybox worlds and an option to allow you to
play with your right hand, Disney Infinity 1.0: Gold Edition (the Toy Box mainly) can be pretty fun as you can let your
imagination run wild while you create lots of things!. I was very disapointed with commandos 3 if you compare it with
commandos 2.
If your familar with 2 and play 3 you may see what I mean. If you have not played No. 2 or 3 and like stratagy, stealth or WW2
themes I would strongly recomend you play commandos 2 instead. Because in short, in various ways game No. 3 seems like it
has been stripped and dummed down compared to No. 2 and without being a computer games desinger half the effort went into
it for sure!
If you'd like to hear my reasons please read on...
As I was saying game No.3 has been "dumed down" extremly and the levels are far less imaginative in terms of how you
complete your goals and use your characters and there skills.
In No. 2 the levels where big, colourful and interactive there where primary objectives and scondary objectives (which you did
not have to do but it got you a better score if you did, was fun to do and if I remember unlocked bonus levels ect. something
which they have completely removed from 3). Also in 2 There were always many diffrent approches you could take to
achiveing your objectives, you could play the same level three or more times and play it very diffrently, from doing a mission
objective with complete stealth and spiling no blood to setting up traps to going in guns blazing. In 3 not so much, there are only
1 or 2 objectives per level and only 1 or 2 ways of achiving them. (and this is if you count cheating, i.e being able to drive
around in a truck indefinatly being shot at but not dieing while running over ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Nazis, which was funny for little
while. Or cheating acidentally in frustration (I will explain my frustraion in a moment) by finding out that running wildly across
open spaces into many armed enemys and stabbing them one after the other worked better at least faster sometimes than any
tatically excuted plan that used any stratigical thinking or firearms from a safe place with an element of surprise.
The last and and most effective cheat method for cleaing the way ahead and I say cheat as I dont think it would be the most
effective way unless you are combating complete window licking Naiz boys with a feteish of self death by grenades.
My cheat teciqunic involed finding a good spot. kill an enemy in veiw of others allowing Nazi enemys to come and investigate
the body. Throw a grenade at investagators which my set off the alarms or just attract more enemy investagators. These enemys
would run around investigateing all new bodies before being added to them as I got one of my men to throw another grenade. I
would repeat this process if the hidding spot was good enough (or rarther if the nazis were ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ enough) and kill a
huge portion of enemys on the map in less than 5 minutes, as they would just all keep coming throwing cation to the wind in
order to cluster about together just to conferm if there friends really had just been blown up 3 times previously.
Back to my origonal point and acepting that the AI may not always be amazing in No.2 the levels and gameplay were more
dynamic, interesting and challanging
The levels in No. 3 are less interesting in that they are considerably less interactive than in 2. In 3 you can climb some things like
telephone poles however you wont because they often will not take anywhere useful except up and down and sereve as a little
PT while in the middle of a fire fight. In 2 you could with the thief espacially climb many things which would offer a short cut,
a way behind the enemy or access to some gear.
Items in 3 only come in crates or dead bodies. In 2 you could find things anywhere, on shelves in boxs in hide holes, barrels ect,
This made you think about your enviroment a little more and exploration of areas was part of the fun of finding new gear and
ways of completing objectives. while on the subject of items and charactors inventorys, for some reson at times I could not
drop, swap or place iteams back in a create from my inventory which meant it was taking up space and had no function. More
frequentaly though was for some reason you could not pick up, give or top up on amunition or place/take/give specific amounts
of ammo or items to, from or between characters despite haveing space in the inventory, it was a minor thing but a annoying,
another minor inventory issue was you could not just click on the portats of the the charactors next to your currently selected
man in order to exchange items you have to press trade then the portrait why cant you just press the portrait, a minor thing I
know but it just made the play slower espacailly without a mouse.
There were more varied hideing spots in 2 espacailly for the thief. There are two hide spots in Commandos 3 that I can think of
(hidie place 1 were the trucks found on most levels and hidie place 2 on one level there was a great abyss in the train staion
floor, that was it). Furthermore in game No.3 hidie place 1 "the trucks" were actally magical portals only your men could use.
As if found by the enemy your man could run over to a truck and even if seen entering the vehcial by enemys, 9/10 times the
enemy in pursuit would become overwelmingly baffled at your getting into a truck and think you had just gone into thin air and
so give up the chase. you could even repeat the process over and over infornt of the same nazis with learning difficulties and
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they would just think it was a magic trick and not be able to work out despite watching you that you had entered the truck and
were in fact still there.
The levels were just bigger and more exciting in 2 you could explore everywhere, there would would sometimes be wild animals
moveing around in the enviroment and the weather and levels were varied in appreance ranging from snow to the tropics, the
music changed aswell and the underwater scenes and well everything was a bit more alive. 3 was bland and single tracked
compared .
I know I played the game on a laptop with no mouse witch did not help but still an irritating major flaw in 3 as it often
interfeared with gameplay was that you had to change camara angle very often as you switched character, or moved in and out
of buildings, in 2, you could change angle, however you could play the game without constantly haveing to ♥♥♥♥ about with
the camara turning back the way you wanted it. And the way the levels where layed out in 2 meant you could often play the
game effectively at one angle, not so with 3! and too ice this cake of complaints the mini map is just confusing as it does not
rotate and corolate inline with the camara angle witch makes it unessiseraly unuseful.
Again I know playing with a mouse would have helped but comeing to my final critisim and the one that most anyoed me in
cobontaion with poor camara angles was what happened to the old interface system and hotkeys. WHY did they change it? It
looks like they tried to slim it down but it really didnt work and I dont think it was needed at all instead of adding something too
the game they just took it away. Did they really think it would fool me into thinking "oh my, they have made a completely new
game here look how cool it is!" NO! I think I remember playing No.2 with an interface system that made gamplay much
smoother and meant I could just enjoy playing the game planning and exicuting my next move instead of winding myself up
because I have been shot as I was busy changeing camara angle and switching characters and weapons. In 3 you cant quikly
switch to the weapon or character or even veiw one trouble spot to the next and you cant pause the gameplay to sort out the
camara or issue commands.
You cant change equipment or weapons easily, You have cycle though everything in your inventory and back again if you use
the keys (which often meant id end up pulling out the wrong thing like a bazoka for an enemy 5 feet away) alternativly you can
click on your weapons icon then on the new weapon you want then click where you want to shot it, by this time you have missed
your target or been shot a. The concept is good, but it lacks depth and the UI and graphics seem to be pretty low effort. But still,
some more details and depth to the functionality of it might just make it a good game.. A bit dissapointing that you can't play
extra mode right away.
But still, a remake of one of my favorite games? That I can have in my Steam library? Yes please!
P.S. There is no separate no-save-run ending for extra mode. Viola simply closes the last diary without even reading it.. There ae
many softwares out there that can record footage of your screen or of gameplay. I feel this one takes the cake. I used to use
bandicam, and it did me okay for the time, but buying this has made my life way easier. It records any audio source you want
(Make sure if you are on skype to use your headset speackers) and you can do it with most games. Only down side is that it isn't
compatiable with emulators or rpg maker games yet, but I hope that will be a soon addresed problem. THis software is smooth,
and the audio is put in the video as one hoal thing, makeing it easier on me, but if you want to edit audio it can also make it a
seeperate track.You can adjust what ever you really want to record how ever you want and it's video sizes are usually really
good. Unless you record 3 hours of L4D2 and rack up about 30GB's. Anyway I sugest this software more then really anyother,
and with TeamSpeak3 You can have a great time with your friends.. Excellent action game.
Cartoon graphic looks nice.. Brilliant and simple dungeon crawler. Not too long, but well worth it and leaves you wanting more.
Haven't enjoyed a crawler this much since legend of grimrock 2. Bravo to the developer!. This took just over 2 hours to
complete this 2D side scroller, Which pays great homage to classics such as Double Dragon and Streets of Rage.
You play as Brick Strongarm, and help Brooke and Coach rescue Hawk, yet it isn't a co-op game, and those aren't playable
characters either, which is a disappointment.
The game has a levelling system, were you can upgrade your health, specials etc, and while pricey I did Max out two of the three
tree systems, so and second play through would attain a full experience.
The dialogue was very funny and well thought out, classic save the day nostalgia. Excellent sound with some of the tracks taking
obvious inspiration from the 16bit god himself Yuzo Koshiro! With the artwork as a cartoon style and similar enemies from the
Streets of Rage series, even those dirt bikers from SoRII!
While there are 38 levels, they were very short, it is a mobile port, so I can see why. But it plays wonderful letting me complete
it in two short stints. Through the first 10-20 stages I was aiming for 3 stars each level, but as the swarms of chickens approach
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it became very frustrating, something I will look to try on my second play through.
Overall, an enjoyable game, but it could have had a little bit more, still a thumbs up from me, for the nostalgia!
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